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Completion of one of the largest engineering projects in 
CFHT’s history – the dome shutter repair project
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CFHT – the first Maunakea 
Observatory to go solar…
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A time of office remodeling, new lighting, new 
landscaping, and a new CFHT family portrait…



35 YEARS
2 0 1 4
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Celebrated 35 fantastic years… 
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Nadine Manset
Chair, MKAOC

Mary Beth Laychak
Outreach Program Manager

2013 2016CFHT
CFHT’s outreach program finds overdrive…
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ADASS XXIII
(Astronomical Data Analysis Software & 

Systems) Conference in Waikoloa
November 2013

CFHT Triennial Users Meeting
British Columbia
6-8 May 2013

“The Next Generation of the CFHT: A Wide Field 
Spectroscopic Facility for the Coming Decade”
27-29 March – ‘Imiloa Astronomy Center
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The MSE Partnership Grows, and Grows… 



2013 2016CFHT
The MSE Project Office Takes Shape… 

• Two pairs of spectral windows, one in each mode

• R=6500: 381-439nm, 770-889nm
• R=20000: 426-491nm, 585-675nm

The MSE Galactic Archaeology Survey

• Baseline survey: mapping 10000 square degrees of the Galaxy at intermediate 

(R~6500) and high resolution (R~20000)



2013 2016CFHT

MegaCam Repairs, Upgrades, and Successes 
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2013 2016CFHT

MegaCam Repairs, Upgrades, and Successes 
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Lots of advances in operations, including SNR QSO, ETC enahncements, 

and a new Telescope Control System at CFHT (at long last)!
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SITELLE arrives at CFHT and marks the beginning of an era of 
imaging Fourier Transform Spectroscopy in astronomy!



2013 2016CFHT
Incredible Surveys – Fantastic Science… 
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Redefining the Solar System Frontier

Exquisite astrometry, free floating planets

Mapping 
Dark Matter 

in 3D
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CFHT leading the way in 
measurements of stellar 
magnetic fields…

A rare “frozen” asteroid

Given the depth and diversity of 
research being conducted by 

CFHT’s international community, it 
should come as no surprise that…
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CFHT has played another important 
role in astronomy…
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Road Kill

The conflict over TMT last year was unprecedented 
in many ways, revealing rifts in the Hawaii 

community that are as complex as they are deep. 
Steeped in symbolism, the future of Maunakea for 
the people of Hawaii portends in important ways 

the future of 21st century astronomy.
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2013 CFHT Users’ Meeting
Painter’s Lodge, BC

2016 CFHT Users’ Meeting
Hotel Le Saint Paul, France

You might say we’ve all been busy since we last met 
at Campbell River! After that retrospective, let’s 
look at what’s on our forward horizon…



Strategy Objective→

New Instruments New ObservatoryLarge ProgramsFacility Evolution Facility Transformation



FUTURE

SUBARU+MSE
(via EAO)

SUBARU+TMT
via (TIO)



Where earth 
meets sky, past 

meets future, 
science unites 
with culture



MAUNAKEA

OBSERVATORIES MSE

Time
Exchange



Wide Field

Radio/Microwave

VLBA

Infrared
High 

Resolution

Photo courtesy Richard Wainscoat

Diverse Capabilities Enable Comprehensive 
& Collaborative ResearchMAUNAKEA

OBSERVATORIES



Astrometry

Target of 
OpportunityPlanetary

Photo courtesy Richard Wainscoat

Diverse Capabilities Enable Comprehensive 
& Collaborative Research

UV

One of the Results of this 
array of capabilities…

MAUNAKEA

OBSERVATORIES
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Many, Many Forms of 
Collaboration



HCC

UHH

HURP

NHERC

CFHT
MKO

HP

Humuula

West Hi

Kaupuleho

Mauna Lani

10 Gigabit

1 Gigabit

155 Megabit

In progress

UH Managed Fiber Nodes

Astronomical 
data distributed 

globally via 
Maui, Oahu, 

Internet2

Many, Many Forms of 
Collaboration



Aircraft Transponder 
Receiver (TBAD)

Road Ice Sensor

Snow Clearing

Laser Traffic Control

Seeing Monitor
All-Sky Cameras

MAUNAKEA

OBSERVATORIES

Many, Many Forms of 
Collaboration



Past & Future Trends

Though the Maunakea Observatories began 
as substantially independent facilities, an 
inescapable conclusion about their 
evolution is that collaborative operations 
and development has steadily increased 
over time

This trend is surely going to continue into 
the future

The main question is what will it ultimately 
yield and what will be the “seed” of much 
greater collaboration in the future?

MAUNAKEA

OBSERVATORIES



Photo courtesy Richard Wainscoat

UH’s Newfound Role

JCMT
UH-H

UKIRT UH-88”

CFHTIRTF

UH is now an owner/operator of nearly half 
the telescopes on Maunakea…

MAUNAKEA

OBSERVATORIES



East Asian Investment in 
Maunakea Facilities

ASIAA

EAO

“Sub-millimeter Valley” Subaru
CFHT

UKIRT
UH 88”
Gemini

MAUNAKEA

OBSERVATORIES



TMT
THIRTY METER TELESCOPE

MAUNAKEA OBSERVATORIESPAN-PACIFIC OBSERVATORY



PAN-PACIFIC OBSERVATORY

 Humanity’s prime portal on the universe

 A combination of small, medium, large, and 
extremely-large telescopes functioning as a single 
efficient research facility

 International in nature, working as a alliance of 
observatories with a vibrant, shared, local staff, 
common infrastructure, coordinated operations, 
strategically aligned instrument development, pooled 
resources in many areas

 A catalyst for other high-tech entities in Hawaii 
through world class outreach and workforce 
development

 A one-stop-shop for 21st century astronomy…

On track now











 Phased transition –

 Initially keep operations funding separate but merge fraction of 
MKO development budgets together, consistent with agreed long 
term strategy of facility development and specialization in a 
merged suite of capabilities

 Pan-Pacific Observatory Council, with representation from all 
MKOs, would determine nature, scope, and timing of increased 
collaboration

 Use existing time exchange program as a model for increasing 
time exchange across all PPO telescopes

 Ramp up merging of development and resource sharing (staff, 
outreach, etc.) over time

 Take advantage of all the infrastructure we already share

 No need to adopt an ESO like model based upon international 
treaties – we can achieve great gains in scientific productivity 
and cost effectiveness through a PPO “umbrella” agreement

Possible Approach
MAUNAKEA

OBSERVATORIES





 Importance of being “present” in an island culture is 
enormous

 Just showing up at community meetings is a big step forward –
people want to at least be heard, even if agreement isn’t 
possible

Appreciate the bandwidth of the coconut wireless in an 
island community

Different from the mainland, where community boundaries 
are blurred by a more distant community horizon

 Everyone knows everyone at some level (2 steps removed on 
the Big Island)

A Year into this, Some 
Lessons Learned



 Relate at an emotional level with the Hawaiian 
community – don’t get stuck in logic land

 Let’s talk about our kids who represent the future of our 
islands (not $, economy, discovery, etc.)

 Keep our message positive, speaking from a 
position of leadership, hope, vision, inclusiveness

Most people are looking for conflict resolution, which is 
hard to find in a negative campaign designed to make 
winners/losers, which is counter culture in Hawaii

Do more than talk-the-talk – deliver on our words 
and focus on our message…

A Year into this, Some 
Lessons Learned



Maunakea Fund

Extends to Honoka’a
and beyond…

Envision Maunakea

Community Meetings

Maunakea Observatory
Fact Sheets/Fliers

Focus On
Our Message



 Third Saturday of each month (starting Jan. 16), free tours of 2 telescopes 
given to Hawaii residents

 Tour includes -
 Lunch at Halepohaku

 Cultural/Environmental training

 Transportation from VIS to/from summit

 Opportunity to see 2 telescopes, talk to staff, etc. by 24 residents in each tour

 KOE Collaboration -
 Imiloa reservation system, cultural components

 UH/MKSS rents 4WD vans

 OMKM rangers (safety) and environmental education

 VIS interpretive guides and logistics

 Bennet Group media support, custom signage, brochures, etc.

 Moore Foundation funding

 MKO staff provide summit tours 



The Kama’aina Observatory Experience 
is the embodiment of core philosophies 

in the CMP and expressed by the 
Maunakea Observatories since the 

conflict arose last year.

By demonstrating to the public the 
melding of cultural, environmental, 

and scientific interests on Maunakea, 
in a highly memorable “experience”, 
we build support and motivate the 

public to share theirs

White House “Astronomy Night” (Oct. 
2015) during which President Obama 

announced the formation of KOE 

Mahalo Letter from the Maunakea 
Observatories to President Obama 

Published in Newspapers Statewide



Media Tour – January 12



Inaugural Tour – January 16

Local TV Coverage Cultural/Environmental Program

CFHT & Gemini Tours

Video by 



SCHOLARSMAUNAKEA

 Program was conceived 2+ years ago as a 
means of providing, on a regular basis, 
high school access to the Maunakea 
Observatories for science fares, senior 
projects, and hands-on STEM 
education/training

 Took a while to put all the pieces in place 
to launch in 2015/16…

 Starts each fall with mentors visiting 
select classrooms to provide guidance on 
research projects the students may be 
interested in pursuing

 Students design their own projects and 
compete for telescope time (just like 
professional astronomers)

 Students visit telescopes and get their 
own data in Waimea



March 2 at Kapolei High School

SCHOLARSMAUNAKEA



SCHOLARSMAUNAKEA

March 15 at Waiakea
High School



SCHOLARSMAUNAKEA

March 28 at Halepohaku and CFHT Headquarters 
in Waimea  Making Their Observations



SCHOLARSMAUNAKEA

April 11 – Waiakea Students in 
Waimea  Making Their Observations



SCHOLARSMAUNAKEA

Media coverage when the 
students starting making their 

observations late March…

Maunakea Scholars on 
KITV evening news after 
first scholars announced…



Is Any of This Doing Any Good?

1 Year Ago In Recent Months

Keaukaha

Pana’ewa

Emerging pro-TMT/astronomy voices in 
East Hawaiian communities

MKO’s participate in Kuhio
Day Celebration at Pana’ewa

Kupuna tour CFHT Great Astronomy 
Support During Merrie 

Monarch Parade 



 In the end we may never know, given the layers of 
complexity that comprise the situation

 In any case, the Hawaii Island community network 
CFHT is cultivating through these programs will 
definitely help MSE

My conversations with Hawaiian activists about 
MSE invariably turn into conversations about the 
future of astronomy in general (Master Lease) when 
they realize MSE is a relatively benign construction 
project on previously disturbed ground, developed 
by a well established Maunakea Observatory

Is Any of This Doing Any Good?



Where From Here?
 Contested Case hearings need to yield a renewed 

permit for TMT by the end of this year

Driven by timetable of Japanese Federal funding cycle

 TMT researching alternate sites, but moving TMT to a new site 
is arguably more difficult than persevering in Hawaii

 If TMT is not built in Hawaii, renewing the Master 
Lease is still feasible

Master Lease renewal involves a different argument than 
building a new telescope on a new site by a “mainland” 
organization

 Everything CFHT is doing helps build community support for 
a new Master Lease and MSE

 For MSE, the largest threat from TMT not being built in 
Hawaii is lack of confidence for investors in new 
Maunakea facilities



 The Maunakea Observatories remain committed to 
ensuring a bright future for Hawaii astronomy well into 
the 21st century through a variety of initiatives and 
relentless engagement of the Maunakea conflict

 The path forward involves many steps, chief among them –

 A unified voice and vision from the Maunakea Observatories for 
the future of Maunakea

 Coordinated, repeated calls for the melding of culture, 
environment, and science on Maunakea

 Unabashed support for community based management of 
Maunakea (OMKM, CMP, etc.)

 The situation is serious but a lasting resolution enabling 21st

century Hawaii astronomy is on the horizon…

Where From Here?



Where From Here?

Aloha …




